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Wetsuit is the elementary starting 
point for every diver - it needs to 
have all technical characteristics 
that allow practicing diving. 

This is the cornerstone principle on which manufacturing 

of DiveIN wetsuits is based on. Research on best available 

materials, craftsmanship, details and all other small secrets  

of the trade is what makes this wetsuit perfect in every sense.

Refined simplicity of how the material is cut provides 

maximum durability and comfort. The sheer simplicity of the 

cut, accompanied with the elegance of the seams (carefully 

finished and sealed off by hand) is characterized by minimum 

water intake and maximum water tightness as well as with 

improved comfort.   

DiveIN wetsuit can be chosen from a wide range of finest 

neoprene materials, best suited for wetsuit that fully fits  

your needs.
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Neoprene type: Sheico

Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining): open cell / camoflex neoprene

Available models: Two-piece wetsuit (jacket + pants)

Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm / 7 mm / 8 mm / 9 mm

Colours: brown / green / red / black

Seams: glued and blind stitched

Zippers: this wetsuit is made without zippers

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and also can be made  

to custom order 

Available accessories:  shoulder suspenders (with an option to choose between 

different neoprene thicknesses) / additional knee and elbow 

reinforcement pads / additional urinal extension

Beaver tail clasps: plastic clasps (single or double), Velcro

01 SPEARFISHING WETSUITS - SPACCATO
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DiveIN smooth ”liscio” 
wetsuits made from 
heiwa and daiwaboo 
neoprene are 
characterized by their 
comfort, top-of-the-line 
thermal insulation and 
resistance to neoprene 
compression at higher 
depths. 
 With the added 
possibility of choosing 
personalized mimetic 
patterns, as well as 
choosing different 
combination of 
materials, these 
wetsuits present an 
optimal choice for all 
experienced spear 
fishers.



Neoprene type: Heiwa or Daiwaboo

Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining):  open cell / smooth skin coating

Available models: Two-piece wetsuit (jacket + pants)

Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm / 7 mm / 8 mm / 9 mm

Colours: black or camouflage (various combinations: red, beige, blue, green, brown)

Seams: glued

Zippers: this wetsuit is made without zippers

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and also can be made 
to custom order 

Available accessories:  shoulder suspenders (with an option to choose between 
different neoprene thicknesses) / additional knee and elbow 
reinforcement pads / additional urinal extension

Beaver tail clasps: plastic clasps (single or double), Velcro

02 SPEARFISHING WETSUITS - SMOOTH (LISCIO)
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Combined DiveIN wetsuits are devised in such a way to 
provide spear fishers with adequate protection against 
the wind and improve hydrodynamics with their smooth 
sections, while providing sufficient robustness of more 
sensitive areas such as knees, elbows etc. Different 
combinations of colours also allow every individual spear 
fisher to choose ideal wetsuits that fully complies with 
preferred diving terrain and techniques.



Neoprene type: Heiwa or Daiwaboo / sheico

Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining): open cell / smooth skin coating

Available models: Two-piece wetsuit (jacket + pants)

Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm / 7 mm / 8 mm / 9 mm

Colours: brown / green / red / green and brown

Seams: glued / blind stitched

Zippers: this wetsuit is made without zippers

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made 
to custom order

Available accessories:  shoulder suspenders (with an option to choose between 
different neoprene thicknesses) / additional knee and elbow 
reinforcement pads / additional urinal extension

Beaver tail clasps: plastic clasps (single or double), Velcro 

03 SPEARFISHING WETSUITS - COMBINED
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Thermo dry suits are made from two-way quilted 
material, stitched both on the inside and the outside. 
Also, DiveIN provides you with possibility to choose 
between alternate materials and modes of fabrication.
 
These suits are primarily used in scuba diving. DiveIN 
produces thermo dry suits in several variations, 
depending on their purpose, ranging from sturdiest dry 
suits for commercial diving that are resistant to wear and 
tear, to ultraflex dry suits used in recreational diving that 
provide maximum comfort.

One piece suits can be used for scuba diving, but also in 
different water sports raging from sailboarding, surfing, 
kiting, jet skiing and such. DiveIN provides possibility to 
manufacture these suits custom made which guarantees 
comfort and unlimited usage and provides maximum 
enjoyment during your leisure time.



04 SCUBA SUITS / 1 PIECE SUITS /  
NEOPRENE BOOTS / NEOPRENE HOOD
SCUBA DRYSUITS
Neoprene type: Sheico
Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining):  open cell / plush
Available models: Two-piece suit (jacket + pants) or 1 piece suit
Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm / 7 mm / 8 mm / 9 mm
Colour: black 
Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out
Zippers: Available on chest, ankles and wrists
Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made  

to custom order
Available accessories:  shoulder suspenders (with an option to choose between different 

neoprene thicknesses) / additional knee and elbow reinforcement 
pads / Additional urinal extension / Utility pockets

Beaver tail clasps: plastic clasps (single or double)

1 PIECE SUITS
Neoprene type: Sheico
Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining): jersy / jersy
Available models: long or short
Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm / 7 mm / 8 mm / 9 mm
Colours: black, with combination of seams in color of choice
Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out
Zippers: on chest or back, ankles and wrists
Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made 

to custom order
Available accessories:  additional knee and elbow reinforcement pads (on long suits only) 17





04 SCUBA SUITS / 1 PIECE SUITS /  
NEOPRENE BOOTS / NEOPRENE HOOD

NEOPRENE BOOTS
Available thickness: 5 mm
Boots are made with side zippers, and with completely rubberized bottom section in 
order to avoid wear and tear and to prolong durability

NEOPRENE HOOD
Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm
Colours: black 
Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out
Available sizes: S-XXL
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YAMAMOTO #45 wetsuit 
with nanocoating provides 
maximum comfort and freedom 
of movement under water. 
Extraordinarily simple cutting 
of the material, that allows 
maximum hydrodynamics, 
is anatomically designed in 
order to avoid creation of air 
pockets when moving arms and 
legs. These wetsuits are also 
characterized by high-end finish 
features that enable maximum 
longevity of the glued sections 
as well as reduce the possibility 
of slashing and tearing.



05 FREEDIVING WETSUITS

Neoprene type: YAMAMOTO #45

Neoprene surface finish (inner/outer lining): open cell / SCS (smooth skin coating)

Available models: Two-piece wetsuit (jacket+pants)

Available thickness: 2 mm

Colours: grey / green / purple / blue 

Seams: glued

Zippers: this wetsuit is made without zippers

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made 
to custom order 

Beaver tail clasps:   plastic clasps (single or double)
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Vests are used in winter diving to help improve thermal 
insulation, particularly protection from cold water. 
DiveIN vests are made from 3 mm thick neoprene, with 
the option to have vests made from thicker neoprene, 
depending on your request. Vests can be worn under or 
over wetsuit, depending on your choice.



06 VESTS

Colours: green / brown / red / orange / black / black smoothskin (liscio) material

Seams: glued and blind stitched

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made 
to custom order
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Liscio shorts - this 
type of DiveIN shorts 
are made from 
smooth material 
on the outside, and 
padded on the inner 
neoprene surface, 
so they can be used 
inside-out. When 
smooth surface is 
worn on the outside, 
it will allow fast 
drying and maximal 
warmth, while 
when using padded 
inner surface on 
the outside, it will 
enhance resistance  
to damaging.



07 SHORTS /
LISCIO SHORTS

SHORTS  
Colours: green / brown / red / orange / black

Seams: glued and stitched 

Available sizes:  readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL) and can also be made 
to custom order

LISCIO SHORTS
Colours: black smooth skin

Seams: glued and blind stitched

Available sizes: readymade sizes from 2-7 (S-XXL)
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08 NEOPRENE SOCKS /
GLOVES / NEOPRENE KNEE PADS

NEOPRENE SOCKS
Available models: padded or smooth skin

Available thickness: 3 mm, 5 mm, 7 mm , 8 mm i 9 mm

Colours: black / red / green / brown

Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out

Available sizes: S-XXL
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08 NEOPRENE SOCKS /
GLOVES / NEOPRENE KNEE PADS

GLOVES
Available thickness: 1.5 mm / 3 mm / 4 mm / 5 mm

Colour: black / camo

Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out

Available sizes: M-XXL 

NEOPRENE KNEE PADS 
Available thickness: 3 mm / 5 mm

Colour: black

Seams: glued and blind stitched inside-out

Available sizes: universal size
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09 WEIGHT VESTS / ANKLE WEIGHTS / 
WEIGHTS / BELTS

WEIGHT VESTS
Available models: 4 pockets / 8 pockets / vests with built-in weights

Colours: black / green

Available sizes: M-XXL

Clasps: plastic clasps / Velcro 

WEIGHTS
DiveIN lead weights are available in 1 kg, 1.5 kg and 2 kg 

ANKLE WEIGHTS
Available weights: 0.5 kg / 1 kg

Available models: lead weights / lead buckshot weights

Colours: grey / green / purple / blue

Available sizes: universal size 

Clasps: Velcro
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09 WEIGHT VESTS / ANKLE WEIGHTS / 
WEIGHTS / BELTS

BELTS 
DiveIN belts are made from canvas or rubber, with metal or plastic buckles,  

depending on what the belt is used for.

WEIGHTS
DiveIN lead weights are available in 1 kg, 1.5 kg and 2 kg 

Rubberized DiveIN weights protected with additional rubber coat, which  

prevents noise on the impact and helps avoid scaring the fish.

Available in 1 kg and 2 kg weight, in black or camo colour.
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10 DIVEIN SPEARGUNS / DIVEIN REELS / 
GUME / MASKS AND SNORKELS

DIVEIN SPEARGUNS
Classic aluminum spearguns based on reliable and proven concept, available in lengths 

from 50 cm, 60 cm, 75 cm, 90 cm, 95 cm and 100 cm. Spearguns are built with shaft 

guideline and equipped with 18 mm rubber bands and 6.5 mm thick shaft with notches.

Trigger mechanism has a safety lock on the right side of the mechanism box so the 

speargun cannot be accidentally locked or unlocked for firing, and the line release is 

simple and reliable.

Speargun can be equipped with adequate reels with adapters which ensures fast and 

safe mounting.

DIVEIN REEL
The reel is 100% made of plastic. It’s equipped with control lever which is made without 

metal parts thus eliminating chance for malfunction/blockage.

Easy to mount on the speargun, using already installed adapter which is a standard part 

on every speargun, avoiding the need for different mounting tools. 

Reel is equipped with already rolled polyester line. Reel capacity is 30 meters of line. 

Simple, light and ready to use.

RUBBER BANDS
Rubber bands are available in 15 mm, 16 mm, 17 mm, 18 mm and 20 mm diameter.
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10 DIVEIN SPEARGUNS / DIVEIN REELS / 
GUME / MASKS AND SNORKELS

MASKS
Diving mask is necessary if we want to have a clear view in the water.

DiveIN masks provide maximum pleasure when diving, because visor made of silicone 

adheres perfectly on the face and prevents water leakage. 

DiveIN masks have plastic encasing, two belt buckles and a belt.

All available models come with tempered glass to protect you from broken glass.

Athletes who engage in diving at more serious level can recognize the importance of 

even the smallest detail, and will surely recognize the importance of quality diving mask.

DIVEIN SNORKELS
DiveIN hypoallergenic silicone snorkel allows unsurpassed easiness of breathing,  

as well as readiness for prolonged usage.

DiveIN #3
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11 REEL LINES

100% Dyneeema

Unique reel line made of 100% Dyneema with extreme durability in all available 

diameters, and even more important, longer lasting than any other type of reel line. 

The secret lies in the material itself - Dyneema (untreated/raw material of high 

durability) that allows the line to preserve its characteristics even after many times 

it’s been used in the water. Finally, Dyna Spear has low water absorption while highly 

resistant to abrasion which makes this type of line perfect for such use.

Dyneema Cored 

Soft, adaptable, resistant to abrasion, Polyester HT on the outer layer of the braid  

and Dyneema on the inner layer - ideal for winding  speargun reels or any other  

use in the salt water conditions where reel line reliability and durability are required. 

Resistant to sea salt and sun for several diving seasons.

100% Polyester

100% Polyester reel line in black colour, with inner layer made from extremely hard 

polyester which allows efficient winding of the reel.

Used in various water sports where abrasion is frequent and where work conditions 

are very demanding.

Polyester Red

Ultra strong 100% Polyester – braided line (inner core and outer net) with circular 

cross-section made from ultra-strong Polyester, primarily used for winding  

speargun reel. This is the cheaper version of Dyneema reel line because of the 

polyester material used in its making.
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10L

3L

84L
20L

Protect your belongings at all times regardless of 
weather conditions you find yourself in with watertight 
FeelFree bags.



12 DRY TUBES

DiveIN watertight bags made from watertight PVC TARPAULIN - material used for 

manufacturing inflatable rubber boats which provides maximal protection from all 

weather conditions, namely water, dust, sand, mud, UV rays as well as from extreme 

temperature conditions (40°C do +70°C).

Properly closed DiveIN watertight bag, using “roll and attach’’ ensures water tightness 

and protection in various weather conditions and during all types of activities.  

Bags are intended to be used by not only divers but also navigators, skiers, mountain 

climbers, cyclists, campers… pretty much for every adventurer who likes to enjoy the 

nature, no matter what the weather conditions are.

 

Dry Tank 84L: black / yellow

Equipped with an additional small pouch this can be attached  

to the inside of the bag with Velcro.

Dry Tube 20L: black / orange / green 

Dry Tube 10L: blue / black / green  

Dry Tube mini 3L: black / yellow / blue / orange / green 

Dry Tube 20L/10L/3L are all the same bag model in various sizes.
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13 DIVEIN CLOTHING AND APPAREL - DIVEIN 
TRACK SUITS / DIVEIN WINDSTOPER / 
DIVEIN T-SHIRT

DIVEIN TRACK SUITS
Composition: 80% cotton, 20% polyester

Available colours: Grey-blue / black

Available sizes: S-XXL

Sweatpants and sweatshirts can be bought separately.

DIVEIN WINDSTOPER
Three-layered softshell jacket Windstopper

Composition: 93% polyester, 7% elastin

Available colours: black / blue / red

Available sizes: S-XXL

DIVEIN T-SHIRT
Composition: 100% cotton

Available sizes: S-XXXL

Available colours: 

The Only Suit I Need: grey / white / black

Find Your Grouper: grey / white

Danger, spearfisher here: grey / black

If I’m Not Fishing: grey / white / black
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